UASQ and Faculty of Technical Sciences, organized together EQW in Serbia, 18th and 19th November 2014, the moto “Winning through Quality”. This year UASK EQW was organized for the eleventh time in Serbia.

The Conference (UASQ EQW) was attended by 85 participants from Serbia and abroad. The Conference took place through the work of three plenary sessions: A National Strategy for Quality Improvement; Integrated Management Systems; National Academy of Quality. The opening Session was held Keynote presentation - Designing QMS documentation based on risk assessment - a step towards harmonization with ISO 9001: 2015.

For the Conference (UASQ EQW) accepted 22 papers by authors from Serbia, Bulgaria, Russia and Macedonia, which are included in the Proceedings / CD UASQ EQW 2014. On the occasion UASQ EQW 2014, it was released a Special issue of the International Journal "Advanced Quality", Vol. 42, No.4, with 9 papers.

UASQ EQW is opened and welcomed Mr. Miroslav Vasin - Provincial Secretary of Economy, Gouverment of Vojvodina, as a host welcomes Prof. Dr. Rade Doroslovački, Dean of the Faculty of Technical Sciences.

During the Opening ceremony, the Conference presented the Great Gold Medal of contribution to the development of quality in the Republic of Serbia. This year, a group of individuals in a large gold medals has received Lidija Kanački, and group organization MINAQUA BB doo Novi Sad.

At the end of the final plenary session was held and the adoption of the message ENK 2014, with the following conclusions:

1. To presenting papers give a cross-section of international and domestic theories and practices from the broader field of quality, with particular emphasis on ISO 9001: 2015, and especially:
   i. National strategy for quality improvement is implemented successfully as part of an overall strategy of Serbia's joint to the EU. Conference in this area took place 16 times.
ii. The new model of ISO 9001: 2015 provides a good framework for the development and implementation of IMS. Conference of the field of IMS has been held 11 times.

iii. Scientific research results in this field are presented and discussed at the Conference of the National Academy for Quality, which was held this year on 11 times.

2. Splendidly prepared and held " European Quality Week in Serbia " with the support of national institutions in the field of quality (ATS, DMDM).

3. Proceedings issued in the CD version, which was distributed to all participants.


5. To start preparations of ICQ 2015.

In Novi Sad, 20th November 2014.

President of UASQ
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